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ABSTRACT

LOAD BALANCING PARALLEL EXPLICIT STATE MODEL CHECKING

Rahul Kumar
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science

This research first identifies some of the key concerns about the techniques and
algorithms developed for distributed and parallel model checking; specifically, the inherent problem with load balancing and large queue sizes resultant in a static partition
algorithm. This research then presents a load balancing algorithm to improve the run
time performance in distributed model checking, reduce maximum queue size, and
reduce the number of states expanded before error discovery. The load balancing algorithm is based on Generalized Dimension Exchange (GDE). This research presents
an empirical analysis of the GDE based load balancing algorithm on three different
supercomputing architectures—distributed memory clusters, Networks of Workstations (NOW) and shared memory machines. The analysis shows increased speedup,
lower maximum queue sizes and fewer total states explored before error discovery on
each of the architectures. Finally, this research presents a study of the communication

overhead incurred by using the load balancing algorithm, which although significant,
does not offset performance gains.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Explicit state model checking is a methodology to verify properties in a design through
reachability analysis. The practical application of model checking, however, is hindered by the state explosion problem [1]. State explosion is a result of enumerating
the state space of a concurrent system using interleaving semantics where each concurrently enabled transition must be considered separately in any given state. Several
techniques exist to address aspects of the state explosion problem. Symmetry and
partial order reduction exploit structure and concurrency to reduce the number of
states in the reachable state space that must be explored to complete the model
checking problem [2][3]. Bit state hashing (supertrace) and hash compaction reduce
the cost of storing states in the reachable state space [4][5]. All of these techniques
enable the verification of larger problems, but in the end, are restricted to the number
of states that can be stored on a single workstation. If the model checking algorithm
exhausts resources on the workstation it is running on before completion of the verification problem, the problem must be altered in some way to reduce the size of its
reachable state space until it can fit into the available resources.
The goal of distributed model checking is to combine the memory and compu1

tational resources of several processors to enhance the state generation and storing
capacity. The seminal work in distributed model checking presented by Stern and
Dill creates a static partition of the reachable state space during execution [6]. The
workload on each processor observed as a function of time and communication overhead depends critically on how the states are partitioned between the verification
processors. Several techniques such as caching (sibling and state), partial order reduction, and different partition functions, including dynamic partitioning, have been
explored in the past to reduce communication overhead and create perfect state distributions [7][8]. Even with the use of the above mentioned techniques, creating a
perfect partition for any given problem while maintaining equally loaded processors
requires a priori knowledge of the state space, which is the very problem we are trying
to solve.

This research presents an empirical study of the seminal static partition algorithm showing the level of load imbalance, regardless of the chosen static partition,
that exists between the processors on different supercomputing platforms. The imbalance results in high idle times in several processors, as well as extremely large
search queues. As a result, state generation is not as fast as it could be. The high
idle times indicate that many processors are not contributing to state enumeration,
and the large search queues lead to premature termination by exhausting memory
resources. Furthermore, the imbalance in the partition slows down error discovery
since states leading to errors are often buried deep in the search queues. The research further presents a load balancing algorithm based on generalized dimensional
exchange (GDE) to mitigate idle time in verification processors at the expense of
additional communication overhead. Load balancing the state partition algorithm
improves speedup in distributed model checking despite the increased communica-

tion. In addition, it reduces maximum queue sizes by up to 10 times, and it reduces
the number of states enumerated before error discovery on average. These effects are
shown in empirical studies on three different supercomputing architectures: networks
of workstations (NOWs), Clusters, and Shared memory architectures.
1.1

Thesis Statement
Load balancing techniques based on the GDE method and state forwarding can be

used to extend the parallel model checking process to achieve higher speedup, lower
maximum queue sizes, and early error detection; thus, allowing the verification of
unverified (larger) models.
1.2

Related Work
The seminal work in parallel and distributed model checking was presented by [6].

Results were presented using a NOW and an IBM SP2. Research on parallel state
space generation and model checking exploring new techniques and architectures is
presented by Garavel and Barnat in [9][10]. Similar observations of imbalances in the
queue causing high idle time in individual processes in the verification are presented
by Behrmann in [11]. Behrmann also presents techniques such as state buffering and
increasing locality to improve performance. Techniques such as sibling caching and
children lookahead to improve the speedup obtained using parallel model checkers are
introduced in [7]. Originally, the concept of state caching to reduce the number of
hash lookups and take advantage of temporal transition locality within a state space
was introduced in [12]. Nicol in [13] also discusses various methods for improving
performance and implementing dynamic load balancing using global load balancing
schemes. Many serial techniques such as partial order reduction, and symmetry reduction and disk based model checking have also been developed to assist model
checking algorithms to verify larger models [2] [3] [14]. Other approaches such as

symbolic model checking have also been explored by [15]. In spite of the research efforts and methods mentioned, parallel model checking faces many inefficiencies which
are addressed during the course of this research.
1.3

Contributions
This research contributes to the parallel and distributed model checking commu-

nity by introducing a new load balancing algorithm that improves upon the inefficiencies and imbalances of the previous algorithms. The algorithm provides a novel way
of balancing the queues on each processor as well as providing a method to reduce the
maximum queue size achieved by a single processor to minimize idle time incurred
by processors during verification. The new load balancing algorithm enables parallel
model checkers to modify the search order significantly; thus, discovering error and
deadlock states faster than the previous algorithm by exploring fewer states. Along
with the above stated contributions, this research also contributes results to the parallel model checking community on three major supercomputing platforms: distributed
memory cluster computing, shared memory architectures and NOWs. Finally this
research encourages the development of parallel model checking tools and innovative
methods on various architectures.
1.4

Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 discusses the parallelization methodology applied to Murϕ, a serial

model checker developed at Stanford University using C++. The tools and libraries
used to parallelize Murϕ are discussed in detail as well as the instrumentation of
the code to achieve an extensible class hierarchy. Test platforms, models and metrics
used during the course of this reserarch are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 will
discuss the research, techniques and methods that have been used to this point in
parallel/serial model checkers to achieve higher performance and verify larger models.

Specifically, techniques such as state caching, state buffering and the static partition
algorithm are analyzed and empirical results are presented. Load balancing methods
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Following the methods, effects of load balancing
and additional results are presented in Chapter 6. Conclusions and future work are
presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Parallelizing Murϕ

2.1

Murϕ
Murϕ is an explicit state model checker developed in C++ at Stanford Univer-

sity. Murϕ is designed with extensions and future use in mind providing a class
hierarchy that is highly modular and reusable. Murϕ provides a stable development
platform with thoughtful design decisions incorporated, which lend themselves to parallelization. Originally developed for serial algorithms, Murϕ is capable of performing
multiple search types such as BFS/DFS/Simulation as well as reduction techniques
such as hash compaction and symmetry reduction. Each of these features can be controlled using either command line arguments or explicit definitions during compile
time. Polymorphism and C++ are used extensively to deal with states, state vectors,
transition functions as specified in the model properties, and the various reduction
techniques. Murϕ also provides a compiler for the Murϕ language developed to write
models. The Murϕ language provides functionality to specify symmetry reduction,
partial order reduction and the invariants to check for during the verification process.
Once a Murϕ model has been created, it is processed by the Murϕ compiler to gener7

ate a C++ file, which is then compiled with the model checking part of Murϕ. Murϕ is
chosen due to its extensible and flexible nature as described above.
2.2

Inter-Process Communication
Today’s supercomputing world offers multiple paradigms for implementing par-

allel and distributed applications. Shared memory architectures provide extremely
high bandwidth and low latency, while cluster computing provides the ability to allocate tasks and resources in efficient manners. NOWs provide easy access to cheap
hardware while retaining a large part of the benefits of supercomputing. To take
advantage of all these platforms and paradigms, the code can be structured and developed independently for each paradigm or platform independent standards, and
libraries can be utilized to maintain functionality on each platform while maximizing
performance. Choosing an approach that utilizes libraries so that the code is platform independent reduces the development time as well as the development cost. In
comparison, writing custom code for each platform provides no greater benefits. The
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is one such standard that can be used to develop
parallel applications [16]. It provides a common interface accross several architectures, high performance and ease of use on all architectures as well as maintaining
functionality.
MPI has become the de facto standard for parallel/distributed applications, supporting multiple platforms and architectures. Commercial versions provide extremely
high performance and diverse functionality on a variety of platforms. Message passing
using MPI can be performed using a variety of synchronous, asynchronous, blocking,
non-blocking or buffered operations as defined in the MPI specification. The greatest advantage of using MPI is the common interface provided on all architectures
used in this research, while providing high bandwidth and ease of use at the same

time. Besides providing message passing capabilities, MPI implementations such as
MPICH [17] also provide the technology to start multiple processes on various architectures. Compared to the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) interface and libraries,
MPI provides appropriate support and functionality for the purposes of this research
as well as higher performance [18][19]. For this research, MPICH version 1.2.2 has
been selected for parallelizing Murϕ. MPICH is readily available and has been tested
thoroughly due to the various research/user groups using it as their message passing
library.
To parallelize Murϕ multiple communication paradigms were explored. An asynchronous multi-threaded version using asynchronous sends and receives as well as a
synchronous version were developed and tested. The following sections discuss the
architecture of each version.
2.3

Asynchronous Murϕ
The asynchronous communication architecture has two user level threads initi-

ated by Murϕ that communicate through shared memory to separately handle the
communication and state generation parts of the static partition algorithm. The communication thread is solely responsible for communicating states to other processors
and receiving states from other processors. Due to multiple threads accessing common data objects such as the hash table and the queue, mutexes are used to ensure
correctness of data and functionality.
Communication occurs using asynchronous sends and receives in the MPI specifications. To receive termination messages and states, the communication thread
enters an infinite loop that performs a non-blocking probe. If there are any messages
that need to be received, the communication thread performs a receive operation and
then processes the received message(s). If the messages include states that need to be

added to the hash table and queue, an attempt to lock the respective mutex is made.
The state generation thread also enters an infinite loop to dequeue states from the
queue and generate the successors. The hash function is used to calculate ownership
of the state. If the state belongs to the generating processor, the state is added to the
hash table and queue, otherwise it is scheduled for shipment to the respective owner.
A global set of queues is also shared by the two threads on each processor. These
queues are used for storing states that need to be sent to the respective owners. Mutexes are also used for these data structures to ensure data correctness. Periodically,
if the state buffering limit is reached or the watchdog timer has expired, the states
from these queues are sent in an asynchronous fashion and the data structures are
reset. Results for the asynchronous architecture are described in Chapter 4.
2.4

Synchronous Class Hierarchy
Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the distributed static partitioning algorithm

as presented in [6]. The major composite functions are State Generation (SG), Waiting Queue (WQ) where states are waiting to be processed by the SG, Passed Queue or
hash table (PQ) where explored states are saved for future use and the Send/Receive
Thread (SR) used for performing communication. Murϕ provides the infrastructure
for implementing the SG, WQ and PQ modules. Each module is a class in Murϕ providing an interface for performing all necessary operations. The WQ is implemented
as a generic queue in Murϕ ,that contains pointers to states existing in the hash
table. The hash table uses a double hashing function to calculate the location of
each state. Each of these classes provides an interface to insert new states, dequeue
states, enqueue states and check for presence of states. Other functions for gathering
data and statistics are also available. The AlgorithmManager class is responsible for
executing the algorithm as selected by the user using command line options. The

Murϕ

Murϕ
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SR

Murϕ

SG

SR

SG

SR

WQ

PQ

···
WQ

PQ
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Node 1

PQ
Node 2

Node n
···

Figure 2.1: Architectural overview of parallel static partitioning algorithm.

AlgorithmManager class contains the generic BFS/DFS/Simulate methods that execute serial code. The State Manager class is responsible for maintaining the queue
and the hash table objects as discussed earlier. Other classes present in Murϕ are
equally important to the serial execution of the model checker but their discussion is
irrelevant to parallelizing Murϕ.
To parallelize Murϕ in a seamless manner, a new class, the MPIStateManager is
created which inherits the interface from the StateManager class. Given the correct
set of definitions during compile time (to include the MPIStateManager), the user can
choose to run the compiled executable in parallel mode using the -parallel command line flag. If this command line argument is used, the StateManager variable is
created as a MPIStateManager variable instead of a StateManager variable. This enables Murϕ to utilize the methods and functions of the MPIStateManager class which
is responsible for handling all communication, distribution of states, and termination.
Besides the functionality mentioned, the MPIStateManager class maintains the serial
functionality of the StateManager class. The following functions have been modified
(by making them virtual):
1. StateManager::Add: computes the owner of the state. If the owner is the

ErrorManager

StateManager

MPIErrorManager

MPIStateManager

DiskStateManager

ReportManager

MPIReportManager

DynamicStateManager

Figure 2.2: Class hierarchy created to parallelize Murϕ.
current process, the state is added to the local queue otherwise sent to the
remote process.
2. StateManager::Dequeue: returns a state from the local queue. If the local
queue is empty, the function waits until termination is detected or states for
dequeuing have been received.
3. StateManager::QueueisEmpty: returns false only if termination has been successfully detected. If termination has not been detected and there are no states
in the queue, the function calls StateManager::ReceiveMessgaes: to detect
termination or receive states from other processors.
Other classes responsible for error reporting and trace generation are also taken
into account for the parallelization of Murϕ. The MPIReportManager class is created as a child class of the ReportManager class responsible for generating traces and
reporting run time errors during verification. For reporting discovery of error or deadlock states, the MPIErrorManager class is created as a child of the Error handler
class. Each of the child classes, at a very minimum, maintains functionality of the parent class and are only invoked during execution in parallel mode. The DYNStateManager

was added to create the dynamic partition algorithm. Figure 2.2 shows the class hierarchy created to parallelize Murϕ. In this manner, multiple child classes can be
added to the existing classes to add new behavior to Murϕ.
2.5

Termination Algorithm
Termination detection for distributed/parallel model checking is very important

and needs to be implemented in a manner so as to guarantee correct detection every
time. Consider a situation where processor P0 sends states to processor Pr . If at
this point, every processor has an empty queue but there are states in-flight, an
incorrect termination algorithm would allow termination of the processors since there
is currently no useful work to be performed. This would be incorrect because of the
in-flight states between P0 and Pr . In such a situation, the termination algorithm
needs to detect the states that are in-flight and cause the rest of the processors to
wait until the states have been explored by Pr . It is possible that the in-flight states
contain an error or contain transitions to a portion of unexplored state space that
contains error states. For this reason, the termination algorithm used should be
capable of accounting for messages that have been exchanged by every processor and
determine termination correctly.
To ensure correct termination, a modified Dijkstra’s token termination algorithm
is used [20]. Dijkstra’s token termination algorithm assumes that all N processors
are organized in a logical ring, such that any message originating at processor Po ,
is always sent to the next logical processor in the ring P(o+1)%N until it reaches the
destination processor Pd . This particular assumption establishes an order in the
delivery of messages. In a logical ring, it is not possible that messages from multiple
processors to a single destination processor arrive out of order. The pseudo code
for Dijkstra’s termination algorithm is shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. These

1: /∗ Termination initiated only by processor 0 by sending FINISHED

token ∗/
Algorithm: M P IStateM anager :: T erminate(ReceivedT oken)
2: /∗ Method invoked when token is received from previous logical pro-

cessor or when idle ∗/
3: tokenT ype := GetT okenColor(ReceivedT oken)
4: /∗ Token not forwarded until processor is idle ∗/
5: if myStatus == N OT F IN ISHED then
6:

SendT oken((M Y ID + 1)%N, N OT F IN ISHED)

7:

myStatus := F IN ISHED

8:

return

9: else
10:

SendT oken((M Y ID + 1)%N, tokenT ype)

11:

myStatus := F IN ISHED

12:

return

13: end if

Figure 2.3: Pseudo code for termination algorithm for all processors except processor 0.

algorithms are only initiated if the processor is idle and has received a token, or
processor 0 is initiating termination by sending the FINISHED token. Only processor
P0 is capable of initiating termination. If P0 is idle, the FINISHED token is sent to
P1 . Once a token is received by a processor, it is only processed if the respective
processor is idle. If idle and no work has been sent to any other processor since
the last token received, a processor forwards the received token unchanged. If on
the other hand, work has been sent to other processors by the processor holding the
token, the NOTFINISHED token is forwarded to the next logical processor. It should
be kept in mind that a token is only processed and forwarded once the processor runs
out of useful work to do. In this manner, the token is forwarded in the ring until it
reaches P0 . Once processor P0 receives the token, if the FINISHED token is received,
the termination signal is braodcast and termination occurs. If on the other hand, the
NOTFINISHED token is received by processor P0 , termination detection is restarted by
P0 by sending the FINISHED token, if it is still idle or has become idle after work
being received and processed.

Now consider a situation as shown in Figure 2.5. Each arrow indicates a time step
where a message is sent or received by a processor. Processor P2 is currently holding
the token and some states, and every other processor is idle. Processor P2 sends all
the states to P0 at time Tt . At this point, processor P2 becomes and idle and the
NOTFINISHED token is forwarded to processor P3 by processor P2 . After receiving the
token, P3 then forwards the NOTFINISHED token to P0 (P0 has not received the work
sent by P2 ). The FINISHED token is sent to P1 at time Tt+3 by processor P0 . Since all
processors are idle, the FINISHED token is forwarded around the ring and processor P0
receives it at time Tt+6 . Since P0 receives the FINISHED signal, the termination signal
is broadcast by P0 even though there is work that is in-flight between processor P2 and

1: /∗ Processor 0 performs comparisons upon receival of token that has

been circulated around the logical ring ∗/
Algorithm: M P IStateM anager :: T erminate(ReceivedT oken)
2: tokenT ype := GetT okenT ype(ReceivedT oken)
3: if tokenT ype == F IN ISHED then
4:

/∗ Traditional Dijkstra’s algorithm terminates here ∗/

5:

messagesReceived := GetM essagesReceived(ReceivedT oken)

6:

messagesSent := GetM essagesSent(ReceivedT oken)

7:

if messagesReceived == messagesSent then

8:

/∗ Send signal to other processors to terminate ∗/

9:

SendT erminationSignal()
return

10:
11:

else
/∗ If total messages exchanged are not equal, return without ter-

12:

minating ∗/
return

13:
14:

end if

15: else
16:

/∗ Drop token and try to terminate again ∗/

17:

return

18: end if

Figure 2.4: Pseudo code for termination algorithm for processor 0.

P0 . This is an example of a situation where Dijkstra’s token termination algorithm
detects termination incorrectly in an environment other than a logical ring. Incorrect
termination is detected because the underlying network structure is not a logical
ring as assumed by Dijkstra. It is possible that messages can be sent directly from
processor P0 to processor P1 or P3 without going through other processors. Dijkstra’s
algorithm on the other hand requires that the processors be connected in a logical
ring, where processor P0 can only send messages to/through P1 and processor P2 can
only send messages to processor P3 . In the latter case, the above described situation
would have not occurred because the work sent from P2 to P0 as well as the tokens
would have been received by processor P0 in order; thus, maintaining correctness of
the token termination algorithm.

To rectify the above described situation, the token is modified to contain information about the total number of sent and received messages. Processor 0 always
initiates termination by sending the modified token, with the sent and received number of messages fields populated with it’s values. Every time the token is forwarded,
the number of sent and received messages fields are updated by the respective processor with it’s local sent and received message counter values. As shown in Figure 2.4,
if processor P0 receives the FINISHED token, instead of terminating immediately as in
the traditional token termination algorithm, the number of sent and received messages
are compared. If the comparison is successful (number of sent messages equals the
number of received messages), it means that there are no messages in-flight and termination can proceed. If on the other hand, the number of messages sent is greater than
the number of messages received, there are still some messages in-flight and termination can not proceed. This simple modification enables the termination algorithm

F = FINISHED token
NF = NOTFINISHED token

Termination detected at Tt+6
F at Tt+6
NF at Tt+2

P0

F at Tt+3

Received at Tt+7
P3

P1
State Sent at Tt
P2

F at Tt+4

NF at Tt+1

F at Tt+5

Figure 2.5: Figure showing exception to Dijkstra’s token termination algorithm.

to correctly count the messages for all processors and ensure correct termination by
accounting for in-flight messages.

Chapter 3
Testing Methodology
The following sections will discuss the test platforms and models that have been used
to test the algorithms implemented during the course of this research. Section 3.3
will discuss the metrics that have been reported to study the performance of the
algorithms.
3.1

Test Platforms
To test the methods, algorithms and techniques utilized during the course of this

research, three supercomputing platforms are selected: distributed memory cluster
computing, NOW, and shared memory. Each platform presents with it a set of pros
and cons. Distributed memory cluster computing provides a very fast interconnect,
as well as an independent operating system on each processor. Clusters can provide
performance comparable to Symmetrical Multi-Processor (SMP) and shared memory
architectures at a lower cost with added support built into the parallel applications.
Cluster computing is also better suited if the applications need to be scaled to larger
numbers of processors. The NOW architecture on the other hand provides multiple
processors processing data at lower speeds and using lower speed interconnects such
as Ethernet. The cheapest of all the other mentioned architectures, NOWs can be
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useful in situations where the financial resources to build clusters and shared memory
machines are not available. The NOW architecture is capable of scaling to a certain
degree but is not the best platform to scale on due to the slow interconnects, which
increases the communication cost significantly. Shared memory architectures and
SMP systems are capable of providing the highest performance in terms of latency
and bandwidth. With shared memory architectures, the biggest issue is memory
contention and thrashing that is caused by poorly structured software applications.
Shared memory architectures are also very expensive and do not scale to a higher
number of processors due to financial and physical constraints. The following is a
detailed list of the platforms on which empirical testing was performed:
1. IBM 1350 Linux Cluster 256 Pentium Xeon processors @ 2.4GHz 128 X335
compute nodes (2 processors each) 256 GB total memory Linux (2.4 Kernel)
2. Network of workstations (NOW) with 100 Mbps interconnect
3. Marylou10 IBM pSeries 690 64 Power4+ processors @ 1.7 GHz 64 GB total
memory
The above set of test platforms has been picked due to multiple reasons. First,
each architecture provides its pros and cons as discussed above. This makes the
empirical analysis and the study of the behavior of the algorithm very detailed and
more complete, since the behavior of the algorithm is directly affected by the type of
interconnect, data dependencies and processor speeds used. Second, each of these test
platforms are readily accessible to us for testing purposes. Third, these test platforms
are the major supercomputing test platforms in use today. By testing and developing
on all architectures, the results of the algorithm are more applicable to the research
community and likely for future use. Finally, results for distributed and parallel

model checking on shared memory architectures is relatively rare, which provides great
incentive to study parallel model checking algorithms on shared memory architectures.
3.2

Models
Testing is performed using the model database developed at the Verification and

Validation Laboratory [21]. These models are selected because they provide a controllable and interesting state space. The atomix model is a one player game where
the atom tries to combine in a specific manner so as to form a molecule. The jordon
model performs various operations on counters and arrays. It also gives us control
of the location and placement of the error state. Other models such as the queens8
model, based on the N-queens problem, two diamonds, dense, and sparse-shallow
have also been selected for testing due to their large state vector sizes. An increase
in the state vector size makes the model checking problem exponentially harder due
to the increased memory requirements when verifying the model as well as the larger
number of potential states that can exist in the state space of the model. The increased vector size directly affects the number of states that can be saved in the hash
table along with the communication overhead. Larger state vector sizes mean that
fewer states can be sent in a single TCP/IP message; thus, they require a greater
number of messages to be communicated for exchanging work and completing model
verification. This selected set of models is not representative of all types of problems,
but they effectively capture our general observations in studying several problems.
3.3

Metrics
Algorithm performance can be characterized with basic metrics showing real time,

speedup, CPU time, peak memory usage, and communication overhead. This section
discusses the metrics used during the course of this research and their applicability.
Time is reported in terms of real time to better characterize algorithm behavior

in the dynamically loaded NOW environment. Real time is the actual time it takes
for the algorithm to complete the model checking problem. This can be understood
as the time measured on a clock on the wall from when the problem begins to when
the solution is complete.
Barr gives a basis for reporting performance on parallel and distributed algorithms
in [22] and shows speedup to be a key metric for performance analysis. S (p) is the
classical definition of speedup relative to the fastest known serial algorithm [22]. The
fastest serial code for model checking is not well defined. As such, it is tempting to
revert to a relative speedup given by:
RS(p) =

Time to solve with parallel code on a single processor
Time to solve with parallel code on p processors

There is danger in relative speedup, however, because it is a self comparison; thus,
S (p) is calculated relative to sequential Murϕ. Although real (p) and S (p) give a good
indication of performance, they do not fully describe algorithm behavior.
To create a more detailed study, the maximum and minimum real time for each
processor is measured individually, as well as the aggregate real time for all the
processors. These metrics, provide insight into the behavior of the model checking
algorithms.
The COM (p) statistic describes the message passing behavior of the algorithm to
show a more complete picture of communication. Specifically, C = COM (p) is a p × p
matrix where each entry Cij is the mean number of states sent from workstation i to
workstation j in solving the model checking problem. Although this matrix can be
reported in raw form, it can also be visualized as a surface or a stacked bar chart.
This research utilizes the COM (p) metric to calculate the communication ovherhead
and study the communication patterns.
To compare the load balanced algorithms to the traditional static partition algo-

Metric

Definition

real (p)

mean real time to complete using p processors

S (p)

Murϕ serial code on workstation
real(p)

LS(p)

T ime to solve with traditional static partition algorithm on p processors
T ime to solve with load balanced algorithm on p processors

CPU (p)

mean CPU time for processor p

CPU min(n)

mini∈n (CPU (i))

CPU max(n)

maxi∈n (CPU (i))

CPU agg(n)

P

COM (p)

p x p communication matrix

i∈n (CPU (i))

Table 3.1: Metrics measured and compared for parallel model checking algorithms
rithm, we use LS(p) metric. Using all of the above statistics, the efficiency of the
load balanced algorithms can be calculated in comparison to the best known parallel
model checking algorithms.

Chapter 4
Analysis of Distributed Model
Checking Techniques
This chapter analyzes the static partition algorithm and presents the problem of
imbalanced queues due to the use of the static partition algorithm. Results for the
asynchronous and synchronous implementations discussed in Chapter 2 are presented,
after which the static partition algorithm is analyzed using different partition functions as well as a dynamic partition function to show the persistence of the queue
imbalance problem, which leads to poor performance.
4.1

Asynchronous versus Synchronous Murϕ
During the presentation of this research we assume that each verification process

runs on one dedicated processor; whereas, multiple processors (processes) could exist
on a single processing node. Every process generates, receives, queues and distributes
states. State ownership is calculated using a predetermined static hash function
that is replicated on each processor. The hash function can also be referred to as the
partition function due to the partition it creates in the state space. During the course
of this research we refer to the hash function as the partition function, to emphasize
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Table 4.1: Standardized performance report for the atomix model on IBM 1350 Cluster.
2

4

8

16

32

64

96

128

Asynchronous

25:40

20:42

15:09

9:27

7:32

6:35

5:19

3:59

Synchronous

32:28

17:31

18:26

2:51

3:36

2:46

2:15

3:31

Asynchronous

21:08

9:32

5:41

2:48

2:40

50

25

23

Synchronous

31:40

16:49

7:16

2:30

1:31

1:47

26

12

Asynchronous

21:23

16:17

11:47

7:23

5:36

4:51

3:50

1:40

Synchronous

32:04

17:20

15:34

2:34

3:13

1:04

52

1:51

42:31

53:56

1:14:39

1:32:49

2:09:07

3:18:51

3:32:24

2:01:53

1:08:04

1:08:35

1:15:48

41:06

1:07:22

7:38:06

1:01:53

3:20:24

real (n)

CPU min(n)

CPU max(n)

CPU agg(n)
Asynchronous
Synchronous

Table 4.2: Standardized performance report for the jordon model on IBM 1350 Cluster.
2

4

8

16

32

64

96

128

Asynchronous

25:44

23:39

11:36

9:03

3:53

4:08

4:26

3:47

Synchronous

25:27

22:06

7:13

3:19

2:23

1:34

1:25

1:50

Asynchronous

14:26

8:42

4:19

3:29

1:18

57

15

24

Synchronous

22:56

15:37

4:41

2:11

1:27

24

31

23

Asynchronous

17:32

10:48

5:34

4:32

1:51

1:44

2:31

1:31

Synchronous

23:14

19:37

6:43

3:07

2:01

41

40

42

Asynchronous

31:59

39:01

39:38

1:04:45

51:06

1:23:06

2:07:57

1:56:19

Synchronous

46:10

1:08:13

46:18

39:50

1:03:12

23:24

37:46

48:01

real (n)

CPU min(n)

CPU max(n)

CPU agg(n)

on the dual role the function plays. It should be noted that the partition function
has to be consistent and deterministic on each processor to eliminate multiple copies
of identical states that have been generated by different processors.
The static partition as discussed earlier, is implemented using asynchronous and
synchronous forms of communication. Results for the atomix and jordon models
are shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Speedup relative to the serial algorithm for each
model using the asynchronous and synchronous approaches is shown in Figure 4.1
and 4.2 as observed on the IBM 1350 Cluster. Comparing the asynchronous version
to the synchronous version, we can see that the synchronous version outperforms the
asynchronous version for both problems as well as for all sets of processors. This large
difference in performance is attributed to the more regular and precise communication

Speedups for atomix
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Figure 4.1: Speedups achieved for the atomix model using asynchronous and synchronous versions on IBM 1350 Cluster compared to serial Murϕ.
patterns that are present in the synchronous version of Murϕ due to a single thread.
The single thread has no data dependencies and mutual exclusion issues. For the
remainder of the thesis, the static partition algorithm or the traditional algorithm
will always refer to the synchronous version of the static partition algorithm.

4.2

Queue Imbalance
The speedup achieved by the static partitioning algorithm is a significant improve-

ment over the serial algorithms in Murϕ and enables the verification of larger models.
Even though this is the case, the speedups achieved by using the static partition algorithm are dependent on the partition function employed. Further investigation of the
algorithm supports the conclusion that idle times during parallel verification are high,
and there is a high imbalance in the distribution of states across the queues of the
participating processors causing premature termination and degraded error discovery.
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Figure 4.2: Speedups achieved for the jordon model using asynchronous and synchronous versions on IBM 1350 Cluster compared to serial Murϕ.
Figure 4.3 shows the sizes of the queues sampled at one second intervals for 32 processors throughout the verification on the IBM 1350 Cluster. The interval sampling
is implemented using the alarm and signal utilities available on most UNIX based
systems. Each processor receives an interrupt every second for printing its unique
identification number followed by a queue size. After verification the output is parsed
and separated for all the processors. The horizontal axis represents time and the
vertical axis represents the number of states in the queue of a given processor. From
the figure we can see the high imbalance in the queue sizes for each processor. Verification for this model requires 120 seconds. After the half way mark on the horizontal
axis (60 seconds), only three of the processors are active, with the other processors
having very little or no useful work to perform. These results are consistent with the
observations of Behrmann in [11].
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Figure 4.3: Queue sizes for the jordon model using 32 processors on IBM 1350 Cluster
showing extreme imbalance.
Figure 4.4 displays the aggregate percentage of time that has been spent on the major
composite functions during verification for the jordon model. The major composite
functions are CPU, State generation (SG), and Idling. CPU is time spent performing
I/O operations and communication. State generation time is defined to be the time
spent processing states from the queue and generating their successors. Idle time is
the time spent waiting for new states to be received because the processor’s search
queue is empty. In this state, the verification processor is still processing messages
and discarding states that have been previously visited and stored in the hash table.
The figure demonstrates that after communication, idle time dominates with a third
of the total aggregate time spent idle.

4.2.1

Partitioning Function

Idle time is a direct result of load imbalances. This is seen in experiments with
various partition functions and their effect on speedup. The partitioning function

Aggregate Times for Static Partitioning Algorithm
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Figure 4.4: Aggregate times for composite functions for jordon using 32 processors
on IBM 1350 Cluster showing high idle time.

plays a key role in creating the state distribution. We have studied the effects of
the partition function on the distribution of states by implementing various partition
functions including several partition functions in SPIN [23]. Figure 4.5 shows the
queue distribution for 64 queues on the NOW architecture using the single bit forward partition function from SPIN. Although more processors remain active through
the verification run when compared to Figure 4.3, a significant number still become
idle and remain idle for over half the running time of the verification process. Similar results were noticed for different hash functions on the same set of processors.
Figure 4.6 shows a similar imbalance in queue distribution using a different bit mask
for the hash function taken from SPIN on 8 processors. The distribution is extremely
different for all numbers of processors and various hash functions. Similar results
have been noticed for other hash functions such as Jenkins forward partition function. These results indicate that to create a perfect distribution of the states in the
queues across all the processors and to then maintain that distribution through the
entire verification process, an a priori knowledge of the state space is required. This
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Figure 4.5: Queue sizes for the atomix model for 32 processors using one of SPIN’s
partition functions on NOW architecture showing imbalance.
is the problem that the load balancing methods presented in Chapter 5 will provide
solutions to.

4.2.2

Dynamic Partition Algorithm

To further explore the effects of the partition function, a dynamic hash function
can be created which takes into account the irregular state space of the model being
verified, and in theory tries to create a perfect partition of the states in the hash
table as well as evenly balanced queues across all processors. The primary goal of the
dynamic partition function is to verify models in a manner where memory and computational resources are used only if necessary, making the algorithm space efficient. To
do so, verification is started on a single processor. The memory threshold is defined
as the hash occupancy percentage at which a processor allocates more memory by
including another processor in the search. Once the memory threshold is reached on
the first processor, a second processor is requested with the same amount of memory
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Figure 4.6: Queue sizes for the atomix model for 8 processors using a different partition function on NOW architecture.
allocated for the hash table as the parent processor. States from the hash table as well
as the queue are transferred to the child processor via messages on the underlying interconnect. Before the states have been transferred, the partition function is updated
to accommodate the new processor and to create an even partition of states. The new
partition function is communicated to the other processors to maintain correctness of
the verification and the partition. Splitting and state generation continues until the
model has been verified completely or there are no more processors to split to. The
current algorithm uses the state vector as the only input to calculate the new hash
function. The memory threshold parameter is predefined by the user during the time
of compilation. For the results presented in this section, the memory threshold was
set at 70%.
Figure 4.7 shows a splitting graph where each node in the graph represents a
processor. Initially there is only processor 0, which grows into 64 processors by the
time the model has been completely verified. From the figure, we can see that splitting
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Figure 4.7: Splitting pattern of processors in dynamic partition algorithm using 64
processors on NOW.
does not occur in a balanced or sequential manner. Sequential here would imply that
after processor 0 splits into two processors [0,1], and each processor 0 and 1 should
be equally loaded, which then split into [0,2] and [1,3]. This is not the case though.
Processor 0 splits into [0,1] and then [0,3] followed by a final split of [0,6] while 1
splits into [1,2] and [1,5]. This behavior occurs due to the presence of an imbalance
in the queues and the hash table which, causes certain processors to process and save
more states, causing them to split earlier than the other under worked processors.

The performance achieved by the algorithm is not comparable to the static partition algorithm discussed above. The state distribution in the hash table achieved
is very uneven and imbalanced. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of states in the
hash table on all processors using the dynamic partition algorithm on the IBM 1350
Cluster. The algorithm required 33 processors to completely verify the model. To
compare the state distribution of the dynamic partition algorithm to the static par-
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Figure 4.8: State distribution of hash table using Dynamic Partition Function on
IBM 1350 Cluster showing uneven distribution of states.

tition algorithm, the static partition algorithm was run using 33 processors and the
same amount of memory allocated for the hash table on each processor as the dynamic partition algorithm. Figure 4.9 shows the distribution of the states in the hash
table on each processor achieved using the static partition algorithm using the IBM
1350 Cluster. As can be seen from the figures, the distribution is more even for the
static partition algorithm compared to the dynamic partition algorithm. An important difference is the maximum number of states saved on a single processor, which
can determine the fate of the verification. Using the dynamic partition algorithm, the
maximum number of states is at most 1.5 times greater than the maximum number
of states on a single processor using the static partitioning algorithm. Apart from the
state distribution, the speedup achieved by the static partition is significant compared
to the dynamic partition algorithm. This is because the dynamic partition algorithm,
does not utilize all 33 processor throughout the verification, instead adding them to
the current set of processors as needed by the memory requirements of the model.
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Figure 4.9: State distribution of hash table using Static Partition Function on IBM
1350 Cluster showing even distribution of states.

Apart from the performance issues mentioned above, the dynamic partition algorithm does not lend itself very well to the super computing paradigms listed above.
The greatest issue being the fact that new processors as well as memory have to be
requested on the fly, which is difficult to do with current MPI implementations.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the partition function as well
as partition algorithms are capable of influencing the workload on each processor, but
only to a certain degree. Partition techniques are highly dependent on the number
of processors as well as the nature of the state space under investigation. To create
a perfect load distribution across all the processors, a static analysis will have to
be performed of the state space each time a new model is verified. Performance,
which is highly dependent on the workload on each processor is directly influenced
by the partition function employed. The focus of this research is to eliminate the
dependency on the partition function and enable distributed model checkers to have
balanced workloads on each processor to achieve high performance and low idle times.
The next chapter discusses load balancing techniques used. Other techniques such as
state caching and buffering have also been implemented to improve the load balance

and performance of distributed model checking. Discussion on these topics can be
found in the appendices.

Chapter 5
Load Balancing Methods
5.1

Global Load Balancing
Work presented by Nicol describes a global load balancing technique where all the

processors involved in the state generation try to achieve a state of perfect equilibrium [13]. In the equilibrium state, all processors have an equal number of states in the
queue in an effort to remove the imbalance. Short periods of computation of states
are followed by a period where the processors balance the queues with each other
by exchanging queue information and extra states in the queue. Figure 5.1 shows
the pseudo-code for the global load balancing algorithm modified to work within the
synchronous version of the static partition algorithm.
There are multiple drawbacks to this method. Firstly, there is too much communication overhead introduced in the parallel model checking problem which itself is very
communication intensive. This causes the algorithm to not scale as well if the model
or the number of processors is increased significantly. Secondly, the user/verifier is
responsible for specifying the number of iterations after which a load balancing cycle
should occur (frequency). If the value selected is very small (high frequency) the
communication overhead is extremely high and the effective speedup is very low. On
41

Algorithm: GlobalLoadBalance()
1: /∗ Method called by BFS/DFS every i iterations for all N processes ∗/
2: q := getLocalQueueSize()
3: /∗ Send and receive queue sizes from all N processes ∗/
4: a := gatherAllQueueSizes()
5: root := 0;
6: if q > a/N then
7:

i := getDistributionInf ormation(root)

8:

for Allidleprocessors do
sendStates((q − sn )/2, getIdleP rocessorID(i))

9:
10:

end for

11: else
12:

/∗ Receive happens in a non-blocking fashion ∗/

13:

receiveStates()

14: end if
15: return

Figure 5.1: Pseudo code for global load balancing algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: Hypercube structure for 1 to 8 processors.
the other hand, if the value selected is large (low frequency) effective load balancing
does not take place and the parallel verification processor behaves in the same manner
as the traditional algorithm. Another issue with the global load balancing algorithm
is the amount of time incurred waiting for all the processors to gather in the load
balancing phase for load balancing to occur. Consider a scenario of 4 processors P0 ,
P1 , P2 , and P3 . Let us suppose that P1 , P2 , and P3 are ready for load balancing
and have already initiated the load balancing phase. If in this situation P0 happens
to be overworked and is inserting states into its queue, P0 will be unable to enter
the load balancing phase at the same time as the other processors, causing the other
processors to wait for P0 which, causes great synchronization effort and delay.
5.2

GDE Load Balancing

This section introduces iterative load balancing in model checkers to balance the
states in the queues using generalized dimensional exchange (GDE). The algorithm
is first introduced by Willebeek-LeMair and Reeves in [24], and has been discussed

Algorithm: GDEBalanceQueues()
1: /∗ Method called by BFS/DFS every i iterations on each process ∗/
2: for AllDimensionalN eighbors do
3:

n := getN extDimensionalN eighborID()

4:

q := getLocalQueueSize()

5:

s := sendQueueSizes(n, q)

6: end for
7: return

Figure 5.3: GDE load balancing algorithm from sending end.

in detail by Xu in [25]. Dimensional exchange methods are capable of taking into
account the topology of the processors participating in the verification. The GDE
methodology groups processors in the verification process into a hypercube structure.
Figure 5.2 shows the structure of a hyerpcube for 1 through 8 processors. In each case
there are dlog(N)e dimensions that are created where each dimension consists of two
processors that have a direct link to each other. This structure is also similar to the
graph coloring problem where no two edges are colored with the same color. If applied
to a hypercube, no two processors are colored with the same color, thus requiring
the problem to have dlog(N)e different colors. This network structure enables us to
view the processors in an elegant manner and implement algorithms that are more
communication efficient.
In the GDE load balancing scheme, each node performs load balancing (number
of states in the queue) with its dimensional neighbors. In a network of 8 processors,
processor P0 balances with processors P1 , P2 and P4 . During the balancing stage,
each processor can choose to balance the workload completely so that each of the two

Algorithm: HandleM essage(M, ID)
1: /∗ If a queue size is received from ID then need to load balance ∗/
2: /∗ Get queue size of neighbor from message M ∗/
3: sn = getQueueSize()
4: q := getLocalQueueSize()
5: if q > sn then
6:

sendStates((q − sn )/2, ID)

7: else
8:

/∗ Receive happens in a non-blocking fashion ∗/

9:

receiveStates((sn − q)/2, ID)

10: end if
11: return

Figure 5.4: GDE load balancing algorithm on receiving end.

queues have the same amount of work, or they can choose to balance to some other
point. The exchange parameter is defined as the amount of workload to be shared
between the two processors when performing a load balancing operation. Work in [25]
proves that the optimal value for creating an equilibrium state in as few iterations
as possible is 12 . Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the pseudo code for the algorithm. Every
i th iteration, where i is the balance frequency set by the user, the processor sends
its current queue size to it’s dimensional neighbors. On the receiving side, once a
processor receives a queue size from a dimensional neighbor, the processor executes
the algorithm shown in Figure 5.4. If the workload on the local queue is higher than
the workload on the neighbor, then states are sent to the neighbor. If on the other
hand the workload is not higher, no action is taken, and execution is returned to state
generation and communication procedures. Receiving states from other processors
happens implicitly and no blocking occurs. For our testing purposes we set the
exchange parameter to be one half and the balance frequency to be
frequency of

1
1000

1
.
1000

A balance

means that load balancing is initiated after 1000 states have been

processed from a processor’s queue, or if the processor’s queue is empty.

The advantages of using a GDE approach is that it provides a pro-active rather
than a re-active scheme when compared to the global load balancing scheme discussed
earlier. This feature makes the GDE scheme very applicable to the model checking
problem since in parallel model checkers, some processor is bound to go out of balance with the other processors and implicit load balancing is highly effective in such
scenarios. Another very important feature of the GDE algorithm is the fact that each
processor only balances with its dimensional neighbors thus creating a much more elegant communication scheme compared to the global load balancing algorithm. Also,
with the processors structured as a hypercube, network infrastructure topology is

also taken into account thus creating efficient communication patterns. The expected
speedup with the GDE load balancing algorithm can be calculated based on two variables. Given N, the number of processors participating in the verification process,
and E, the effective number of processors during the verification, the speedup can be
calculated using the equation

S=

N
.
E

(5.1)

To calculate E, we can assume that one half of the processors are inactive after
the half way mark during verification using the static partition algorithm. In such a
scenario, the effective number of processors would be
N
N
3
E=
+ 2 = N.
2
2
4

(5.2)

If E has the value of 34 N as above then the expected speedup is 1.33. The expected
speedup thus varies based on the number of processors that are active during the
verification and the resulting effective number of processors in the static partition
algorithm.

Chapter 6
Results
6.1

Global versus GDE Speedup
Figure 6.1 shows the results that we have obtained after implementing the global

load balancing algorithm on the IBM 1350 Linux Cluster. The horizontal axis is the
number of processors and the vertical axis is the relative speedup when compared
to the traditional static partitioning algorithm without a cache. Results have been
displayed for the atomix and jordon models. As can be seen from the figure, the
speedup achieved for the atomix model is higher than the speedup achieved for the
jordon model. This is because, the atomix model provides a smaller state space
compared to the jordon model and is not as communication intensive as the jordon
model. With the added load balancing communication overhead the atomix model
does not overload the communication infrastructure whereas the jordon model does;
thus providing a lower speedup. This phenomenon is also noticed if we increase the
number of processors and hence the communication overhead and synchronization
effort involved for all processors to perform the load balancing algorithm.
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Figure 6.1: Relative Speedup of the global load balancing versus the traditional static
partitioning algorithm on IBM 1350 Cluster.

Figure 6.2 shows the speedup of the GDE load balancing scheme relative to the
static partitioning algorithm (without cache) for the atomix and jordon models using
the IBM 1350 Linux Cluster. Apart from the higher speedup obtained, we can also
see that the speedup curves are moving up as the number of processors increases,
indicating that the GDE algorithm scales better than the global load balancing algorithm for the models used during testing. This is due to the efficient communication
patterns created by the dlog(N)e-dimension hypercube of the network topology.

Figure 6.3 shows the speedup of the GDE scheme on the NOW architecture. We
can see that the speedup achieved is higher than the speedup achieved on the distributed memory cluster architecture shown in Figure 6.2. For the NOW architecture,
other models, larger in state-space and as well as state vector size were also used for
testing. The queens8 and dense models, the largest in size, seemed to have achieved
the highest speedup on the NOW architecture, indicating the high degree of scalability
of the algorithm as the problem size is increased.

Figure 6.4 shows the speedup of the GDE algorithm on the shared memory machine architecture described in Chapter 2. The speedup here is less than the speedup
achieved on the other two architectures, with initial slowdowns for the atomix model.
The general trend observed in our tests indicates that the slower the interconnect
between the processors, the more effective the GDE load balancing scheme; thus, for
the shared memory architecture, where the interconnect is the fastest, we can see
that the load balancing is the least effective, to the point where it is detrimental. But
for the distributed memory architecture, the interconnect is faster than the NOW
architecture, but slower than the shared memory architecture: thus, it provides the
opportunity to the GDE scheme to increase the performance and efficiency. On the
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Figure 6.2: Speedup for the GDE scheme relative to the traditional static partitioning
algorithm on IBM 1350 Cluster.
other hand, the NOW architecture provides the slowest interconnect and the best
speedup results as seen in Figure 6.3.

To visually observe the effects of the GDE load balancing algorithm, we collect
queue size information for queues on all processors using the GDE algorithm and
methods described in Chapter 4. Figure 6.5 shows the state of the queues every
second after applying the GDE load balancing algorithm when using 32 processors
to verify the jordon model. Comparing this to Figure 4.3, a significant difference is
achieved by using the GDE load balancing algorithm. All the queues are busy at all
times during the verification and the work load seems to be distributed among more
processors rather than just being concentrated on a few processors. Also, the number
of snapshots taken in each case is very different, with the load balanced version only
requiring half the time of the static partitioning algorithm to complete verification.
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Figure 6.3: Speedup for the GDE scheme relative to the traditional static partitioning
algorithm on NOW architecture.
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Figure 6.4: Speedup for the GDE scheme relative to the traditional static partitioning
algorithm on Shared Memory Architecture.
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Figure 6.5: Queue sizes for the jordon model using 32 processors after load balancing.
Figure 6.6 shows the percentage of the time spent on the major modules in the parallel
model checker. Compared to Figure 4.4 we can see that due to the load balancing, the
idle time has been reduce from one third of the total time to almost nothing and the
CPU time has been increased due to extra communication to improve performance.
The important point to notice here is that there is no time spent waiting for states at
all, which shows us that at most times during the verification each processor has some
states in the local queue so they perform useful work. These results were gathered
on the IBM 1350 Linux Cluster.

Figure 6.7 shows the state of the queues before load balancing using the static partitioning algorithm. Figure 6.8 shows the state of the queues on the individual processors while using the GDE load balancing scheme with a high balance frequency
and the exchange parameter set to one half. As can be seen from the figures, using
a high balance frequency creates a near perfect distribution of the states among the
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Figure 6.6: Aggregate times for each function after the GDE load balanced scheme
was implemented.
participating queues. The speedup achieved was also significant in this case. This set
of results is gathered on the NOW architecture.

Figure 6.9 shows the state of the queues for 4 processors before applying the load
balancing algorithm. Figure 6.10 show the state of the queues on each individual
processor while using the GDE load balancing algorithm with a balance frequency
that is not very high. The balance frequency is lower than the frequency used in
Figures 6.7 and 6.8. As can be seen, the load is well distributed over the processors
but not as well distributed as it could have been if a higher frequency had been used.
The variation in the load is higher than in the previous set of figures but the general
effect can be noticed very clearly.

6.2

Search Order
Using parallel searching techniques and parallel state space generation techniques

the search order is modified significantly [26]. Parallel search orders only reflect to
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Figure 6.7: Queue sizes for the jordon model using 8 processors before load balancing.
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Figure 6.8: Queue sizes for the jordon model using 8 processors after load balancing.
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Figure 6.10: Queue sizes using 4 processors after load balancing.

a certain degree, what type of search each processor is performing locally using its
structures. From earlier research, it has been found that using a queue like structure
on the individual processors causes the parallel search order to resemble a Breadth
First Search (BFS) order which has also been found to be more efficient than a Depth
First Search (DFS) search for parallel model checking [26].
Using the static partitioning algorithm, there is some amount of determinism
involved since a particular state is guaranteed to be processed on a specific process
and each error state or deadlock state is always discovered on the same processor.
Since GDE shuffles the states in the queue from one process to another, a state
that was originally in a particular queue can be transferred to another queue; thus,
it causes error and deadlock states to be discovered on different processors and in
a different order when compared to the static partitioning algorithm. The resultant
effect is that, on average, the shuffling of states causes error states and deadlock states
to be discovered earlier than they would have been in the static partition algorithm.
Also, if the error state happens to be in a very inconspicuous location, shuffling the
states in the queues can help the parallel algorithm find the error earlier.
Table 6.1 shows the results gathered by running the load balancing algorithm and
the static partition algorithm on models that have errors using 8 processors. The
number of states generated are reported for each algorithm before the error state
is discovered. The speedup is the ratio of the number of states saved in the GDE
algorithm. A clear example of a model containing an inconspicuous error is the
queens8 problem. The queens8 problem involves placing 8 queens on a chess board
in such a manner that no queen is threatening any other queen. The error state
is successfully placing all the queens in the described manner. The static partition
algorithm performs well compared to the serial algorithm, but the GDE load balanced

Table 6.1: Average number of states generated before error state discovered.
Model

Traditional Algorithm GDE Algorithm Speedup

queens8-deadlock

22546

500

45.09

adash1212

17650

8500

2.08

6600

3860

1.71

1505086

962343

1.56

4416

3300

1.34

31640626

25866803

1.22

atomix

2150688

1983550

1.08

two diamonds

2280376

2156913

1.06

jordon
queens8-error
arbiter4
sparse-shallow

algorithm outperforms both algorithms. Even in other models we can see that the
load balanced algorithm outperforms the static partition algorithm by a significant
factor with the worst case scenario of performing only slightly better than the static
partition algorithm.
6.3

Queue Sizes
A major challenge with the static partitioning algorithm is the early termination

of verification due to lack of space available in the queues of individual processors.
In extremely large and dense models with high branching factors, each processed
state generates a lot of successors that have to be saved in the queue. If a queue
has not been allocated with enough memory to accommodate these states, then the
verification process has to be discontinued and verification cannot complete. A high
number of states in a queue also occurs due to the high load imbalance in the queues of
the processors. A pro-active effort is made to keep the queues in a state of equilibrium.

The GDE load balancing algorithm, which implicitly causes the queues to be smaller
and more manageable reduces the strenuous memory requirements of the queue for
each processor. Table 6.2 shows the maximum size of the queue for each algorithm for
various models using 8 processors in the verification and the standard deviation within
the maximum queue size on each processor for both the static partition and GDE
load balanced algorithms. From the table we can see that there is a large difference
between the static partition algorithm and the GDE load balanced algorithm. For the
load balanced algorithm, the maximum queue size is almost an order of magnitude
smaller than the maximum queue size for the static partition algorithm, and the
amount of memory used for the queue differs by an equal proportion. The standard
deviation for the maximum queue sizes for each algorithm is shown in the last two
columns of Table 6.2. For the static partition algorithm, we can see that the standard
deviation is very large compared to the maximum queue size. In contrast, the GDE
load balanced scheme provides much lower standard deviations indicating that the
queues are in an equilibrium state.
6.4

Communication Overhead
Communication overhead is incurred due to the extra communication that takes

place when using the load balancing algorithm. To measure the communication overhead, counters are used to keep track of the number of messages that are being sent
between processors. Techniques such as state buffering and state caching have been
used to reduce the communication overhead and still achieve high performance for
both the static partition and the GDE algorithms. Table 6.3 compares the average
number of messages sent between any two processors in the verification using the
traditional algorithm and the optimized load balanced algorithm.
From the table, we observe that for the models cache, atomix and dense, the

Table 6.2: Maximum queue size and standard deviation of maximum queue size.
Model

Max Queue Size
Traditional

GDE

dense

352226

30824

jordon

511934

two diamonds

Ratio Standard Deviation
Traditional

GDE

11.43

139137

575

54387

9.41

183442

249

389792

48351

8.06

118165

149

sparse-shallow

377491

80416

4.69

117099

855

atomix

239938

62261

3.85

76428

319

1587876 418589

3.79

235335

2679

2.97

99843

579

queens8
cache315142

289803

97492

Table 6.3: Average number of messages exchanged between a pair of processors on
IBM 1350 Cluster.
Model

Traditional Algorithm GDE Algorithm Percentage

atomix

276751.41

254148.7

-8.89

dense

324927.66

320916.58

-1.25

cache315142

350984.19

349259.3

-0.49

jordon

621258.95

632280.92

1.74

sparse shallow

993826.05

1032035.14

3.7

242680.2

254276.52

4.56

994516.56

1112782.97

10.63

queens8
two diamonds

number of messages sent in the load balanced version is fewer than the messages
exchanged in the traditional algorithm. This is due to the state cache that has been
implemented and placed to avoid sending the same state multiple times. For the
other cases the number of messages sent in the load balanced version is greater but
within the same order of magnitude. The last column displays the difference as the
percentage relative to the higher number of messages sent. We can see that the in the
worst case only 10% extra messages are sent to achieve a speedup of 1.6 times. This
communication overhead is acceptable because it provides us with balanced smaller
queues and improves the error detection capabilities of the model checker.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
From the discussion above we can highlight some major points of interest. Synchronous architectures for parallel model checking algorithms achieve higher speedup
and greater performance. Parallel model checkers using the traditional static partitioning algorithm have certain inefficiencies due to a variety of factors primarily
related to the partitioning function and communication schemes. This research has
demonstrated that using the traditional algorithm, the queues on each process are
highly imbalanced, and the effective number of processors during the verification is
half of the number of processors that are actually involved in the verification. We
have also shown that using a state cache provides a small amount of improvement
and speedup over the traditional algorithm. Using load balancing techniques such
as GDE, we have successfully balanced the queues on all processors and reduced the
time to verify models. Due to the non-deterministic nature of the GDE load balancing algorithm, we have also successfully changed the search order to the degree where
error states in models can be discovered earlier and by exploring a fewer number of
states. Using the GDE load balancing algorithm we have also shown that maximum
queue sizes have been decreased by an order of magnitude compared to the maxi63

mum queue sizes obtained in the traditional algorithm. We have also shown that the
communication overhead does not counteract the usefulness of GDE load balancing.
Future work in this research area would involve creating load balancing schemes
that are completely independent of any user input regarding the frequency of load
balancing. Processors should be capable of avoiding situations where there is no
useful work to do. A more detailed study of the GDE scheme with respect to the
amount of load balancing done between a pair of processors is also important. Other
dynamic load balancing schemes also provide an interesting field of further research.
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Appendix A
State Cache
Another technique to improve performance of distributed model checkers is the use
of state caching to reduce the number of messages and hash lookups. Previous work
regarding state caching to improve performance has been presented in [7][12]. Our
analysis indicates the presence of duplicate states in the same message or in different
messages being sent to other processors. This is due to the fact that many states
in the state space of the model can be reached by different paths and from different
states owned by different processors. To avoid this, a block of memory is allocated on
each processor to function as a state cache. Only states not present in the cache are
forwarded to their owning processors. The primary purpose of the state cache is to
gain extra speedup and performance by reducing the number of messages exchanged
between processors.

Figure A.1 shows the average number of messages exchanged between any two
processors in the static partitioning algorithm using a cache of varying size for 4
processors on a NOW. Figure A.2 shows the same graph for 8 processors. The number
of messages exchanged in each case does decrease as the cache size is increased from
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Figure A.1: Messages sent per processor for 4 processors with varying cache sizes
using a NOW.
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Figure A.2: Messages sent per processor for 8 processors with varying cache sizes
using a NOW.
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Figure A.3: Speedup obtained using a cache of size 1 MB measured on the IBM 1350
Cluster.
100 bytes to 1 MB. We can see that the decrease in the number of messages is not
significant for cache sizes greater than 1 KB. The average speedup that has been
observed by using a direct mapped cache is constant but not very high. Average
speedups in the region of 1.05 are gained relative to the static partitioning algorithm.
Figure A.3 shows the speedup achieved using a cache of 1 MB on the IBM 1350
Cluster. The biggest contribution of using a cache is the reduction in the number of
messages that are exchanged between processors. Some speedup is definitely realized
with the decrease in the number of messages, but a lot of it is offset by time spent
inserting, looking up and deleting states from the state cache.

Appendix B
State Buffering
With the increase in the state vectors for models used in parallel model checking,
network traffic and communication patterns play a significant role in the performance
of the static partition algorithm. State buffering is a technique that enables processors
to reduce the number of messages exchanged between processors. Traditionally, each
state is transported as an individual packet on the underlying interconnect. Using this
scheme where each packet contains one state, network traffic increases exponentially
as the state explosion occurs. One of the methods to avoid high network traffic is
to increase the locality of the verification process in an effort to retain ownership on
maximum number of states generated by a single processor. If the locality is increased,
fewer states need to be exchanged between processors, as a result decreasing the
number of messages exchanged on the network. However, to increase locality, one
must create an intelligent and dynamic partition function which is capable of taking
the nature of the state space as well as the number of processors into account. This,
as we have discussed earlier, is as hard a problem as solving the reachability problem
(model checking problem) itself.
State buffering is a technique that allows processors to exchange groups of states
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in a single network packet [11]. By sending multiple states in one network packet, the
cost of creating multiple packets, as well as transporting multiple packets over the
network is reduced; thus, it creates a more network friendly algorithm. The number
of states to send per packet depends on the size of the state vector for the model
being verified, as well as the size of the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for
the underlying interconnect. For example, TCP/IP has a MTU of 1500 bytes. For
a state vector of 30 bytes, 50 states can be transported in a single packet for any
given destination. If SV is the size of the state vector and B the number of states
TU
per packet, B should always equal b MSV
c for maximum network throughput and

efficiency. However, this could result in starvation of other processors if states are not
being transported because buffer limits have not been met. Another side effect is the
delay in transporting the states which could result in outdated information. Taking
these factors into account, the buffer limits should be such that minimum starvation
occurs in other processors due to any other processor.
For this research, state buffering is implemented and has also shown improvements
over the static partition algorithm. The formula mentioned earlier is used to calculate
the number of states per packet. However, with the increase in the size of the problems
being verified, state buffering has proved to be insufficient for achieving better speedup
and balancing queues. Apart from minor speedup improvements in the region of 1.1,
state buffering fails to solve the problem of reducing queue sizes, and it does not
contribute to modifying the search order in a positive manner for improving degraded
error discovery. On the other hand, state buffering causes a minor delay in the
communication of states to different processes; thus, creating outdated information
and further degrading the error or deadlock state discovery.

